
We are delighted to  confirm that, with the kind 

permission of Dr. Susan Tranter, the School War 

Memorial will be rededicated at a Service to be held 

on Monday 12th November, the day following 

Remembrance Sunday. 

 

If you are unaware of the saga, the Memorial was 

removed by a previous administration and the hall 

decorated (or, as we would say, desecrated).  The 

Memorial was lost for a while before finding a 

temporary home in the History Room.  It has now 

been restored and returned to its original place in the 

Hall. 

 

The School will be open to receive us from 4.30 p.m.

—these days we enter via the “Girls’ entrance” not the 

central doors.  The ceremony will commence at 5.00 

p.m. and there will be a reception with light 

refreshments following. 

 

Please note that entrance will be by previous 

application , and the school will not be open to anyone 

who “just turns up”.  Although we do not anticipate 

problems with limited numbers, to guarantee your 

place you should send your request for invitation as 

soon as possible, and by 15th October at the latest. 

 

Although you will see we intend to make the service 

as appropriate as possible, we are absolutely clear that 

this is a World War II Memorial and will not be 

amended, added to or adapted in any way.  We would 

support any further memorials, should they unhappily 

become necessary, but insist that they remain 

completely separate from this one.  We have offered 

to help fund an appropriate memorial to Patrick 

Azimbah. 

 

As part of bringing home to current pupils that these 

were real people and not just names on a plaque, the 

School is hoping to compile some form of 

Remembrance Book, giving as much detail of their 

lives as we can muster.  If anyone has any memories  
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Chairman’s Report ... 

of them, both in and out of 

school, please reply to the 

Editor, who will pass it on to 

our Archivist, Beryl, and the 

School as appropriate.   

 

We already have some 

interesting, and often thought-

provoking information on some of those who gave 

their lives, but we also have many gaps.  Any 

contributions will be very welcome. 

 

Please send all enquiries DIRECT to our Chairman, 

Frank Wallder, not to the person from whom you 

heard of the occasion, and definitely NOT to the 

School—any such applications may well get lost. 

 

To help us monitor progress, applications should be 

sent, preferably by email, to frank@ecsosa.org.uk, or 

if that is not available to you, by telephone at 01992 

636164.  In the last resort we can take applications by 

mail to 12 Bray Lodge, High Street Cheshunt, 

Waltham Cross, Herts. EN8 0DN, but please ensure 

an email address or telephone number is included. 

 

Several relatives and friends of those commemorated 

on the Memorial have already confirmed their 

attendance, but if you know of any others with whom 

we may have lost touch please pass this information 

on to them. FrankFrankFrankFrank    



Ron Onions, born 27th August 1929, 

died 27th May 2012.  He attended 

Edmonton County in the 40’s, and after 

serving as R.A.F. ground crew just after 

the war he found his vocation in 

journalism.  He started on the Enfield 

Gazette and the Tottenham Herald, then moved on into bigger 

provincial newspapers with the Brighton Evening Argus.  He 

joined the B.B.C. in 1961 from Southern Television, and 

helped to set up radio and T.V. operations in Southampton.  

He was also the B.B.C’s first news organiser in New York.  

Returning home he set up the newsroom in Capital Radio. 

Over the years he gained popularity and admiration for his 

dedicated service to his profession, the result of which has led 

to substantial obituaries in our National newspapers. 

Ron wrote his life story in a book entitled “Don’t bring 

Lulu”, but unfortunately he died before it was published. 
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Obituaries 

Robert Ernest GadsdonRobert Ernest GadsdonRobert Ernest GadsdonRobert Ernest Gadsdon    
(1948(1948(1948(1948----52)52)52)52)    

I have to announce the death of my dear 

brother “Bob” at 75, after a short spell in 

hospital with pancreatic cancer, diagnosed 

only about a month before he died. 

After leaving school and doing National Service in the R.A.F. 

he got further qualifications in the evenings and spent his 

working life in engineering and electronics.  He moved 

several times across the South of England, and always 

enjoyed improving and enlarging each home, with the able 

assistance of his wife Marion. 

He leaves 3 sons and 4 grandchildren  He was a hard worker, 

a devoted family man and a most supportive brother. He will 

be greatly missed by us all. 

Nancy GadsdonNancy GadsdonNancy GadsdonNancy Gadsdon————(1940(1940(1940(1940----46)46)46)46)    

Ron Onions O.B.E.Ron Onions O.B.E.Ron Onions O.B.E.Ron Onions O.B.E.    

Thanks to Maureen Jacques (nee Forster) and Bruce Goddard Thanks to Maureen Jacques (nee Forster) and Bruce Goddard Thanks to Maureen Jacques (nee Forster) and Bruce Goddard Thanks to Maureen Jacques (nee Forster) and Bruce Goddard 
for drawing our attention to the newspaper reports.for drawing our attention to the newspaper reports.for drawing our attention to the newspaper reports.for drawing our attention to the newspaper reports.    

ALAN FLOOK ALAN FLOOK ALAN FLOOK ALAN FLOOK (1951(1951(1951(1951----56) writes56) writes56) writes56) writes    
Over the last few years a select band of Old Edmontonians 

have got together on a fairly regular, annual basis to renew 

old friendships.  We were at the school starting around 1951 

and largely managed to stay in touch for a few years after 

schooldays.  The reunions started about 12 years ago, with 

successful efforts being made to get in touch with most of the 

group.  One person eluded us, Terry Haines.  Pure chance 

tracked him down to Canada, not far from the other 

expatriate, Steve Black.  The value of social networks as a 

power for good shouldn’t be ignored. 
 

Different members have hosted the annual gathering, and 

2012 saw our almost tame colonial, Steve Black, 

volunteering. The rush to the Canadian Embassy to obtain 

visas was far from overwhelming, so Steve volunteered a 

relative living near Stansted airport to provide a base.  In the 

event, the numbers getting involved have meant the use of a 

local pub for accommodation.  Those attending were Dave 

and Chrissy Richardson, Peter and Rosemary Evans, Dave 

and Meg (nee Stiven) Brett, Viola (nee Akhurst) and Brian 

Mason, Helena Curtis with her daughter, Clare, Susan 

Watson, Alan Flook, Terry Haines with his wife Theresa and 

Steve Black (from Canada). 
 

One of the first acts when we were all gathered was to raise 

our collective glasses in a toast to Mike Watson, Mike 

Molyneux and David Curtis, who we have sadly lost in the 

last few years.  The old cliché about gone but not forgotten 

couldn’t be more apt.  A splendid lunch then merged with an 

evening meal—all washed down with copious amounts of 

wine, beer, etc. 
 

Some left after the evening’s proceedings and the hard core 

spent the night at an ‘interesting’ hotel nearby. Sunday 

breakfast was served at our host’s house and eleven of us then 

set off on a trip down memory lane to Cambridge where, in 

1960, a photograph was taken in the main square.  Our idea 

was to, as best we could, reproduce that snap.  We found the 

place and took photographs with the remaining people in the 

same positions as in 1960.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A major highlight of the day was a tour of Caius College, 

arranged by one of our number.  A huge thanks is due to the 

college old boy who not only arranged for us to visit the 

college but personally conducted a thoroughly enjoyable tour.  

Another trip down memory lane was time spent at the river 

Cam, with the more adventurous venturing onto a punt.  What 

a smashing day—even the sun shone on us. 
 

Goodbyes were said, with promises to meet again.  We keep 

such promises and look forward to as many as possible 

getting together next year.  I really do urge you to make 

contact with long lost school fellows—a most rewarding 

experience. 

Arthur Bailey  (1938Arthur Bailey  (1938Arthur Bailey  (1938Arthur Bailey  (1938----45)45)45)45)    

Born in Dublin in 1927 and brought up in Palmers Green, 

Arthur came to ECS in 1938. After a brief evacuation he 

returned to the School to continue his education until being 

called up just before the War. Perhaps the Axis forces knew 

what was coming because the surrenders came before he 

could be let loose on them!  He spent his National Service in 

Germany, mainly playing sport!  At school he had excelled at 

football and cricket, which had brought him to the attention 

of the Head.  Good performances earned a lift home in Jimmy 

North’s car and the occasional guest appearance for 

Winchmore Hill, where Jimmy was  Chairman.   

After his demob he spent his working life in the Accounts 

Dept. of Mullard’s (surviving the take-over by Phillips), and 

resumed his sporting career at Winchmore Hill, where he 

captained the football 1st XI through their most successful 

period.  He had been in declining health for some time. 

Cliff Wilkins   (1960Cliff Wilkins   (1960Cliff Wilkins   (1960Cliff Wilkins   (1960----67)67)67)67)    



When we arrived he came out to greet us and 

we talked easily about the old school and the 

great opportunities it gave to children from all 

backgrounds.  He, of course, went on to a 

wonderful career, though it often carried great 

responsibility.   
 

Both he and his staff made us feel very 

welcome—in fact the very famous artist in 

residence in a cottage in the grounds of The 

Laskett invited us in when there was a brief 

heavy shower of rain and showed us some 

wonderful paintings and plied us with tea and 

then sat down at his piano and played some 

lovely music.  
 

Herefordshire is a beautiful county, and we 

explored our surroundings while we were up there, and we 

hope to return to the garden next year in another season and 

perhaps see it in its Summer colours. 

In April we were privileged to be invited by 

Sir Roy Strong to visit his beautiful garden in 

Herefordshire—The Laskett.  It has evolved 

over many years and is colourful and unique 

and the largest private formal garden to have 

been created since 1945.  Nowadays he has 

the help of two gardeners, but originally it 

was just him and his wife and an occasional 

volunteer. 
 

The garden is set out in a series of “rooms” 

and there are surprises round every corner—

sometimes a piece of stonework, sometimes an arbour.  He 

has had an eye over the years for collecting discarded 

artefacts and finding just the right place for them in his 

garden—an eye-catching wall, for instance, was once part of 

a bridge in London.   

Ron, who was at school from 1940-44 was in the same class as Doreen Bayley, Doris Page, Ron Bushell, Ted 

Carey and Bob Tatt,   He moved to New York in 1959 and became a very successful music arranger and 

composer, working for Tony Bennett, Guy Mitchell, Frank Sinatra Jnr., and many, many others.  He has now 

sent us an extract from his autobiography, which has the working title of “All about RR”.   
 

Following a chapter about his evacuation time Ron goes on to write: 

After the summer holidays of 1940 I finally arrived at Edmonton County School, which had returned from being evacuated with 

all of its teachers and pupils from Braintree.  But they put me in the “B” form, not the “A”.  What an indignity!  Anyhow, I did 

quite well that year, so that for the third year I was promoted to the “A” form and stayed there for the rest of my high school 

years. One part of the system disappointed me though. We could choose one foreign language only, which meant French for me, 

but not German or Spanish.  The same held true for Science, so I studied Chemistry and Physics, but not biology. 
 

By this time the Blitz had started in earnest, and whenever the sirens wailed we were taken to the air raid shelters if at school 

(where we continued our studies), and down the “dugout” (as we named the Anderson shelter), usually in the early part of the 

evening, when we were at home.  Some of the first  bombs of the war landed in Sebastopol Road in Edmonton, and one much 

nearer, in Hendon Road, less than a quarter of mile away from us.  The next day there were pictures in all the newspapers 

showing the damage, including one of Winston Churchill standing in the crater waving his cigar and holding up his two fingers, 

supposedly as a symbol of “V for Victory”. 
 

On the occasions when there wasn’t an air raid we would sleep in our own beds, but very often the sirens would start just after 

we had got settled down.  So at that point we had to get up and all go down the garden path to the Anderson Shelter for the rest 

of the night.  Some people would brave it out and stay in their beds, but if a bomb landed nearby they didn’t live to talk about it.  

It did happen many times, so it really wasn’t a risk that was worth taking.  Finally dad came up with a solution that kept us going 

for the rest of the war.  He constructed, with my limited help, an enormous table in our living room from two inch beams and 

heavy upright pillars taken from bombed out houses, and there was enough room for all the family to get underneath and sleep. 
 

Meantime dad was still driving for the Local Council, except that now much of his work was helping to clear away the wreckage 

from houses that had been destroyed.  I remember him telling us that a landmine had exploded and flattened the whole 

neighbourhood where our Maths Teacher and Soprano Soloist, Miss Fothergill, had lived, and he helped to remove her Bechstein 

piano from what was left of her home, complaining about how much it had weighed. 
 

During the raids we could hear the pieces of shrapnel from exploding shells rattling on the tile roofs of the houses.  My brother 

Jack and I would go out after the raids and hunt around the garden and in the street picking up shiny, jagged pieces of steel and 

aluminium.  I once found the nose cone of an anti-aircraft shell, about 2 or 3 inches in diameter.  Jack and I kept the shrapnel in a 

metal biscuit tin and gradually the whole lot began to rust.  Still, these were our childhood souvenirs, and we cried our eyes out 

when we came home one day to find that mum had thrown the whole lot in the dustbin.  Many years later, while listening to Bill 

Cosby telling his childhood story about the snowball he kept in the refrigerator until July, I realised how we all experience 

similar episodes at the hands of our parents. 
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U.S.A. Email from Musician RON ROULLIERU.S.A. Email from Musician RON ROULLIERU.S.A. Email from Musician RON ROULLIERU.S.A. Email from Musician RON ROULLIER    

In a Country GardenIn a Country GardenIn a Country GardenIn a Country Garden    
By Joan Joyce (nee Coleman) 

(1948-53) 

We only got invited because we have exchanged e-mails for several years and eventually offered him the panoramic school 

photo, which he is in, because we had a spare copy.  He accepted it joyfully, and when we asked if the garden was open to 

the public he immediately invited us to visit.  However, the garden is open to pre-booked groups—not individuals.  The 

website is Sir Roy Strong’s—The Laskett Gardens 

To be continued 



As a consequence of the interrupted sleep 

patterns and warmth of bed in the early 

mornings, an absence from school was 

recorded on 27 occasions for the term ending 

9th April 1941.   
 

The morning would begin with my mother shouting up the 

stairs “The first bell has gone!”  A little later “The second 

bell has gone!”  Finally, “They are going into school!”  Time 

to get out of bed.  A brief splash with the tepid water trickling 

from the bathroom tap and a little longer in the kitchen for a 

dish of glutinous porridge and slice toast, there was neither 

the time nor inclination to walk to school via Dimsdale Drive, 

up the steps and over the bridge; why attract attention 

entering by the front gate?  Crossing the railway line, one 

crawled beneath the perimeter wire fence to emerge onto the 

playing field.  Ahead the North quadrangle, the girls’ bicycle 

shed, and on the first floor, looking East, the Ladies’ Staff 

Room.  Time now for field-craft, bend low to reduce target 

size, observe, move.  Crouch in the shadow the Girls’ Bicycle 

Shed, look for movement in the Staff Room.  If all clear, a 

dash to the back door, enter on all fours, look, listen, saunter 

to classroom.   
 

One became quite blasé about the whole process, that is until 

the day when in the ‘all fours’ position a pair of firmly 

planted legs barred the way.  Looking up, like a slowly 

panning camera, first the arms akimbo, then the face; it was 

‘Q’, Mr. Quartermaine, Senior Master.  “Allo, Allo” he said, 

well ahead of BBC programming, “What have we here?”  ‘Q’ 

presented a stern face and could speak at times out of the 

corner of his mouth like a Chicago gangster, but beneath it all 

he was a bit of a softie.  Not only did he teach us mathematics 

but scripture also.  Perhaps the thought crossed him of 

Pharaoh with a supplicant Israelite at his feet, for he cracked; 

the corners of his mouth turned up; he had lost it, his sense of 

humour had vetoed an admonishment of any consequence, 

and once again I was off. 

Published by the Edmonton County School Old Scholars’ Association. 

Any opinions expressed in this Newsletter are those of individual contributors and are published in the interests of information and debate.  ECSOSA itself holds no collective opinions. 
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Messing about on a boat (again)Messing about on a boat (again)Messing about on a boat (again)Messing about on a boat (again)    
By Mike Margetts (1954By Mike Margetts (1954By Mike Margetts (1954By Mike Margetts (1954----61)61)61)61)    

Back in the early 1960’s, and having recently left the school, 

a small group of ex-sixth formers helped celebrate their entry 

into the big, wide world by heading to Norfolk and hiring a 

cabin cruiser on The Broads.  There were adventures aplenty, 

laughs a million and a few scrapes too—most of which were 

recalled in vivid detail this summer when, nearly 50 years on, 

the same intrepid sailors set out on a repeat voyage.  Maybe 

the waistlines were a little thicker and the hair a little thinner, 

but the laughter and camaraderie were just as much to the 

fore in what proved to be a hugely successful and enjoyable 

trip. 
 

The reunion was organised by ‘Admiral’ Jim Beale and he 

was joined on board by Alan Silvester, Tony Fowler, Mike 

Margetts (all from the class of 1954), along with honorary 

Old Eds Alan Painter—brother-in-law of ECSOSA Chairman 

Frank Wallder—and Ship’s Captain Ken Oakerbee.  Unable 

to make the trip were Keith ‘Buzz’ Wilson and Dave Love-

grove, although Keith did make a six hour round trip to attend 

the pre-launch lunch at Potter Heigham. 

‘Still smiling!  Mike Margetts, Ken Oakerbee, Jim Beale, 

Alan Painter, Tony Fowler and Alan Silvester pose for the 

camera at the end of the voyage. 

Late for SchoolLate for SchoolLate for SchoolLate for School    
By Dr. John NorringtonBy Dr. John NorringtonBy Dr. John NorringtonBy Dr. John Norrington----DavisDavisDavisDavis    

LATE 

Extract from Dr. John’s book “Cheerful with insufficient 

reason” available from him at donnorri@btinternet.com 
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The beer and wine flowed almost as freely as the 

conversation, with the mighty ‘Glint of Light’ triumphantly 

navigating its way from Potter Heigham to Wroxham and 

back via South Walsham, Barton Broad, Horning and 

Ranwoth.  At Ranworth everyone managed to climb the 90 or 

so steps to the top of the church tower—no mean feat for a 

group of nearly 70 year olds—but it was worth all the aches 

and pains to enjoy the panoramic views of the surrounding 

waterways and countryside. 

As on the previous trip there were a few ‘adventures’, but on 

this occasion perhaps not quite so many scrapes, and as the 

boat moored up for the last time it was unanimously agreed 

not leave it another 50 years before the next sortie... 


